We establish the Curry-Howard isomorphism between constructive classical logic and CPS-calculus. CPS-calculus exactly means the target language of Continuation Passing Style(CPS) transforms. Constructive classical logic we refer to are LKT and LKQ introduced by Danos et al.(1993).
1. Introduction
What is Constructive Classical Logic?
It has long been thought that classical logic cannot be put to use for computational purposes. It is because, in general, the normalization process for the the proof of classical logic has a lot of critical pairs. Classical logic we consider in this paper is Gentzen's sequent-style classical logic (i.e., LK) and its variants. In this context, above fact is related to the non-deterministic behavior of cut-elimination. Of course, by Gentzen's theorem, LK has a Strongly Normalizable(SN) cut-elimination procedure. The problem is, it is not Church-Rosser(CR). Constructive classical logic exactly means a classical logic that has SN and CR cut-elimination. The investigation on constructive classical logic has started in Girard's two important works. They are Linear Logic(LL) [8] and \new constructive logic" LC [9] . In fact, these two works gave great impetus to our work reported in this paper.
This approach continues to LKT and LKQ through Danos, Joinet and Schellinx (DJS) [3] . LKT and LKQ are generalized into LK in [4] . Constructive classical logic LK is a variant of LK. CR property of cut-elimination is recovered by adding some restrictions on logical rules to LK. However, soundness and completeness w.r.t. classical provability is still retained. DJS established the remarkable mapping between (multiplicative exponential part of) classical linear logic (MELL) and LK . This mapping is called as linear decoration. It preserves each cut-elimination step between LK and MELL. This theorem is referred to as simulation theorem. Otherwise said, LK inherits the computational properties of MELL including SN and CR property of cut-elimination procedure. Particularly LK has a denotation in linear logic's coherent space semantics.
What is CPS-calculus?
Continuation Passing Style (CPS) transforms are widely used in the semantics of functional programming languages with control operators. Recently, Thielecke claims that the target language of CPS-transform can be considered as a very basic calculus (his Ph.D. thesis [21] ). He refer to this calculus as the CPS-calculus. We use the word CPS-calculus in this sense. There are two kind of CPS-calculus, namely call-by-name(CBN) and call-by-value(CBV). CBV CPS-calculus (CBN CPScalculus, respectively) is the target language of CBV CPS-transform (CBN CPStransform, resp.). Quite recently, Sangiorgi also observes the following fact. The CBV CPS-transform maps -terms onto a subset of the -terms. The closure of that subset under -conversion gives the language CPS v [19] . Sangiorgi's CPS v precisely corresponds to the intuitionistic case of our CBV CPS-calculus.
Our Work
In this paper, we show the Curry-Howard isomorphism between LKT and LKQ and CBN/CBV CPS-calculus. LKT and LKQ are the fragment of LK where all formulas are colored as t, respectively q [4] . To our knowledge, this is the rst paper that shows the direct Curry-Howard correspondence between constructive classical logic and CPS-calculus. However, the correspondence (t/q and CBN/CBV) are suggested informally by some people. For example, in [4] , DJS pointed out the similarity on the translation of formula between the intuitionistic decoration of LKT and CBN CPS-transform. We also have been told that Herbelin had already suggested the intuitionistic fragment of LKT (LJT [11] ) corresponds to the CBN in his defense of his Ph.D thesis. Danos further suggested that LKQ is, in some sense, CBV. Although all these presentations are informal.
We also believe that the true character of LK was somewhat misunderstood before. For example, DJS stated as follows: "it is not a bad intuition to think of LK as classical natural deduction(CND)"( [4] p.775). We believe this is a wrong intuition for the following reason. De Groote gives CBN CPS-transform from Parigot'scalculus (i.e.,CND) to CBN CPS-calculus in [5] . That is, CND is the source language of CPS-transform while LKT is the target language. In this sense, they are dierent. They are connected via CPS-transform which is of computer science interest. In anyway, the proof theoretical recast of De Groote's work is out of the scope of this paper.
In this paper, we limit ourselves to an explanation of the CBV CPS-calculus(i.e., LKQ). For the CBN CPS-calculus, see appendix. We only consider the implication (!) and negation(:) as logical connective. This is enough to explain the subject.
There are many presentation of CPS-transforms in the literature. Among the others, we focus on the CBV CPS-transform of Plotkin [15] . To illustrate the isomorphism, we utilize the intuitionistic decoration method. Roughly speaking, this is because -calculus is isomorphic to intuitionistic logic. Recall that the target language of the Plotkin's CPS-transform is the -calculus. The intuitionistic decoration method itself is also considered in [4] . However, DJS do not put much stress on it. In sum, LKQ which is a purely proof-theoretical artifact is set in correspondence with a simple CBV CPS-calculus, presented as a sub-calculus of -calculus.
The Importance of the Isomorphism
Second-Order system and its computational strength:
The Curry-Howard isomorphism can be extended to the second-order. Hence we can think of second-order CPS-calculus for free. We also can identify the class of algorithms which are representable in second-order CPS-calculus. The second-order LKT and LKQ are known to have the same computational strength as the Girard's system F. Namely, the functions representable in second-order LKT and LKQ are exactly those which are provably total in second-order Peano arithmetic(PA 2 ).
Denotational semantics: When considering about denotational semantics, the advantage of our method is more clear. Because, we can use of the denotational semantics of LKT and LKQ for nothing. Moreover, the denotational semantics can also be extended to second-order.
By the simulation theorem for intuitionistic decoration, LKT and LKQ are shown to have the denotation in cartesian closed category. Particularly CBN and CBV CPS-calculi are shown to be duals, since LKT and LKQ are duals in their denotations. This observation confronts the categorical semantics approach such as \control category" of Selinger [20] and \continuation category" of Hofmann and Streicher [12] . Moreover, by the simulation theorem for the linear decoration, LKT and LKQ inherit the denotation in linear logic's coherent space semantics. This fact seems to be overlooked in the eld of categorical semantics.
Related Works
Grin's idea: Since Grin's inuential work [10] on the Curry-Howard correspondence between classical proofs and CPS-programs, there has been much interest in programming of classical proofs. This interest can be attributed to the relation between classical logic and such important programming concepts as non-local exit or exception handling. Grin shows that Plotkin's CBV CPS-transform on simplytyped -calculus induces a Kuroda's double-negation translation on their types. Primarily, our work can be considered as a proof theoretical recast of his idea. We demonstrate how CBV CPS-calculus simulates the operational semantics of CBV language with exception handling and one with non-local exit in section 4.
Herbelin's -calculus: Herbelin [11] published a detailed work on the term cal- We show that his system can be totally included in our CBN CPS-calculus.
Murthy's CPS-calculus on LC: Murthy's pioneering work is also noteworthy.
In [14] , he shows that one can interpret Girard's LC (of which the negative fragment is LKT) by means of CPS-calculi using the \intuitionistic extract" method. This is quite similar to our intuitionistic decoration method. However, he could not give an answer to the question whether this term extraction method is appropriate or not. This is because he doesn't consider the relation between the computation and cut-elimination. Our work can also be seen as a recast of Murthy's work from the point of view of \cut elimination as computation".
Cut-elimination and normalization: The idea of assigning typed -terms to a Gentzen's sequent-style logical system is not new; there are proof theoretical works for LJ by Prawitz [17] , Zucker [23] , Pottinger [16] and Mints [13] . Our presentation of the isomorphism can also be seen as an extension to classical logic of their investigation. Specically, our results introduce two dierent term assignments and reductions (i.e., CBN and CBV), even if we restrict LK to LJ.
LKQ, Decoration and the -calculus

Notations
We entirely use the indexed formula version of the LK by Gentzen [7] and the LKQ by DJS [3] .
Formulas are that of rst order propositional logic constructed from ! and :. We use same logical symbol between logical systems. Indexed formula is an ordered pair of a formula and an index. We assume there are denumerably many -indices (resp. -indices) ranged over x; y; z : : : (resp. ; ; ; : : :). We write an indexed formula (A; x) as A x and (A; ) as A . Sequents of each logical systems are of the form as follows: LK : 0 ) 1 LKQ : 0 ) 1 ; 5 LJ : 0 ) C where ) is the entailment sign of the calculus. We use rhs and lhs for the righthand-side and left-hand-side of the entailment sign, respectively. 0 is a -context which is a set of -indexed formulas. Similarly, 1 is a -context which is a set of -indexed formulas. Comma means taking union as sets. Thus, the set 0 0 [ 0 1 is denoted by \0 0 ; 0 1 " and fA x g [ 0 by \A x ; 0". 5 denotes at most one unindexed formula. We say 5 is in the stoup [9] . C denotes exactly one unindexed formula.
The Hereafter, in order to improve readability, we only write active and main formulas, and omit contexts as follows:
In our logical system, structural rules are implicit. As we interpret contexts as sets, occurrences of formulas with the same index are automatically contracted. One can interpret this that binary rules are always followed by appropriate explicit contractions which rename the indices to the same name. We also interpret axiom rules contain appropriate weakenings as contexts. Notice that in the LKQ, application of structural rules are restricted within 0 and 1. Specically 5 can not be introduced by weakening.
In the following, we use the word derivation, instead of proof, for a tree of derivation rules. We use for the derivation. Initial index is an index which appears for the rst time in whole derivation. We assume all initial indices are distinct unless they are truly related (i.e. subject of further implicit contraction). This is possible, by introducing the \concatenation" to indices on every binary rules. See Zucker [23] . We quote the original derivation rules for the LKQ from [3] in Table 1 . The letter L/R stands for Left and Right introduction, D for Dereliction, C for Contraction and W for Weakening. Notice also that we use dierent names for cut rules. We use m-cut instead of \mid" and t-cut instead of \tail". This is needed to avoid confusion. Notice that there is some dierences in the denition of structural rules and contexts. In their original denition, contexts are interpreted as multisets, and structural rules are explicit.
The Intuitionistic Decoration
In this subsection, we briey introduce LKQ and the intuitionistic decoration method. The intuitionistic decoration method are already mentioned in [4] , though DJS does not put much stress on it. Because Linear decoration is their main tool. We also summarize the linear decoration in appendix 1.
LKQ are embeddable into LJ by means of intuitionistic decoration. \(Taking) skeleton" is the reverse operation of decoration. It ignores the negation from decorated formulas, and moves back the negated formula from lhs to rhs when necessary. Denition 1 Intuitionistic decoration on formulas are dened as follows: [4] . This only aects the order of abstraction (such as (k 0 ; x): t ) and application (such as z(y:u)v). In fact, this decoration induces slightly dierent CPScalculus known as the target language of Fischer's CBV CPS-transform [6] .
All properties above for intuitionistic decoration also hold for linear decoration. We display above facts as diagram in Table 2 In the third clause it is not needed to say \provided that y 6 = x and y is not free in s", by our assumption on initial indices. The situation is the same with in the fth clause.
Denition 2 (-calculus as a reduction system) The reduction relation 0! of -calculus, viewed as a rewrite system, is dened to be the compatible (i.e. contextual) closure of the notion of reduction dened by two redex rules, namely, and uncurry. This exactly means that we use full -reduction. The reexive and transitive closure of 0! is =). = is the equivalence induced by 0!. ((x; k): s)ht 1 ; t 2 i 0! (k:((x:s) t 1 )) t 2 We often omit to indicate the type of -variable in -abstraction when there is no ambiguity. The -term of the form (x:t)s is called -redex. t is normal i no subterm of t is a -redex. The result of -contraction on -redex is called -contractum.
3. The CPS-calculus and the Curry-Howard Isomorphism 3.1. Denitions In CBV CPS-calculus, we categorize -variables into 2 groups | the set of ordinary and continuation variables. We use x; y; z; : : : for ordinary-variables and identify them with -indices. We use k; k 0 ; k 00 ; : : : (instead of ; ; ; : : :) for continuation-variables and identify them with -indices. Term assignment judgment (or simply judgment) is an ordered pair of raw typed -term and LJ sequent. We write a judgment (s; 0; : 1 ) C is the judgment which appears as root of the derivation tree . We say the term s in the end judgment, is assigned to the derivation , and refer to it by the notion of TermOf(). Two derivations are equal if they dier only by the index of formula in the proved sequent. We say that the derivation is cut-free if it contains neither m-cut nor t-cut. Let be the derivation of which the last derivation rule is mcut. We call the TermOf(), which is a -redex, as m-cut redex. t-cut redex is dened in the same way.
The Curry-Howard Isomorphism: Proofs as Programs
The Curry-Howard isomorphism between (the intuitionistic decoration of ) LKQ and CBV CPS-calculus is illustrated in Table 3 . This establish the isomorphism between the LKQ derivation and the programs of CBV CPS-calculus. That is, \proofs as programs". In the following, we explain how we assign the -term to the intuitionistic decoration of LKQ. First, we unify it with the Gentzen's sequent-style intuitionistic logic LJ. Then, we interpret LJ by natural-deduction-style intuitionistic logic ND. Let's see how it works. L! and R! derivation rules: We assign curried application and abstraction respectively. As an example, we display L! derivation rule interpreted by ND derivation rules as follows: z : ( For the name of ND derivation rules, we use !E for elimination and !I for introduction. In this paper we use curried form instead of this naive interpretation; curried version is most suitable to show the correspondence. The curried application term of L!: zhv; y:ui represents latent t-cut and m-cut. And, the pair abstraction term of R!: (x; k 0 ): t is the trigger of ring these two cuts. Ax rule says that a free -variable is identied with the -indexed formula of the same name. D rule says that we suspend current continuation on this point, and put a mark (i.e., continuation variable k) on dereliction. This is expressed by an application. Further substitution for the k will resume the suspended continuation. t-cut and m-cut rules say that the orientation of cut is dierent between two cuts. This is expressed by -redex. In the following, the sequent in the \box" shows that this side should be duplicated/erased. In this section, we show the isomorphism between the cut-elimination procedure of LKQ (tq-protocol) and the computation of CBV CPS-calculus. That is, \cut-elimination as computation". Our term assignment faithfully reects the structure of sequent calculus. We can state this formally as follows: Proposition 2 (subterm property) In each derivation rule, all terms of the premises appears as subterms in the term of the conclusion. Consider the case where 1) u is normal, 2) s is NOT normal, and 3) there is no occurrence of y in u. In this case u [y := xs] (equals to u) is normal. We now dene proof theoretical characterization of value. : ( Denition 3 value is the term of the sequent that has a formula in its stoup.
Otherwise said, value, ranged over v, are dened as v := x j (x; k 0 ): t j x:t. We already use this notion in Table 3 . Remark 2 Our denition of LKQ is slightly dierent from the original one on m-cut and t-cut rules; we restrict them not to propagate unindexed formula. This is harmless. Since we identify the derivation up to the appropriate transportation of cut rules. This simplies the above denition of the value. For example, in original denition of LKQ, we have to think of the following term as value. From the proof above, one knows the CBV CPS-calculus term assignments for (intuitionistic decoration of) LK tq where all formulas are q. This projection from LK tq into LKQ visualize the tq-protocol. The tq-protocol is the SN and CR normalization scheme (i.e., cut-elimination procedure) dened for LK tq . The two cut of LKQ (m-cut,t-cut resp.) precisely corresponds to the two structural step (S1,S2 step resp.) of tq-protocol. See also Appendix B. Hence LKQ can be considered as a computational fragment of LK tq . Corollary 1 (LK as a Gentzen-style type theory) The CPS-calculus term assignment in Table 4 visualize the tq-protocol [4] for LK tq where all formulas are q.
Observe that the L! is projected into an LKQ derivation with one additional m-cut. This m-cut is called as correction cut. Correction cuts are added to specify the order cut. In this case, we can determine the unique projection from LK tq into LKQ. This is because one only needs one correction cut in each L!. That is, L! is not a dilemmatic multiplicative rule. However, sometimes, there are two possible ways to project a dilemmatic multiplicative rule in LK tq . In this case, the order of two correction cuts matters. See Remark 4.
CPS-semantics for the CBV Language with Control Operators
CPS transforms CBV language to CBV CPS-calculus. CBV CPS-calculus gives a formal semantics (CPS-semantics) for the operational semantics of the languages. In this section, we demonstrate that one can simulate the operational semantics of CBV language with control operators by the CPS-calculus. The two languages we consider are one with exceptions(raise/handle) and one with continuations(callcc/throw). They are adapted here from the paper of Riecke and Thielecke [18] . They show these two languages are fundamentally dierent semantically. This is why we choose these languages as examples. However, we don't argue the dierence. It is out of the scope of this paper.
As before, we present the languages as a Curry-Howard representation theory of Natural Deduction(ND) style logic. The formula and the sequent of ND is the same with LJ. In this framework, the CPS-transform on terms are automatically induced from the logical interpretation of ND by intuitionistic decoration of LKQ. In this interpretation, we identify the -indices between ND and LKQ. We also ND have one unindexed formula on rhs. Therefore we need some notion to specify which formula is \focused" in LKQ in its interpretation. Our solution is to use the following subscription notion u k (where ( : A) k is in the context) to specify that the A is the focused formula. Remark 3 Traditionally the focused formula is displayed as an abstraction form k:u. This form itself does not correspond to any LKQ derivation, hence we abandon to use this form. Namely, this traditional notion break down the tight correspondence between cut-elimination and normalization.
The CPS-transform on formulas are q intuitionistic decoration. In sum, the CPS-transform on sequents (with terms) are dened as follows: 
Core Language
The core language V is a CBV typed -calculus which is displayed in Table 5 . The value V of V is dened as V := x j x:t. The operational semantics of the language is given using Plotkin-style evaluation contexts; the evaluation contexts E are dened by the following grammar:
These contexts dene a left-to-right, CBV evaluation strategy. The operational rules are dened as follows:
The CPS-transform are dened as follows: 
Language with Exceptions
The CBV language with exceptions (V+E) is the core language V enhanced with exceptions displayed in Table 6 . The essence of the CPS-transform for raise is the \changing the focus" of the formula. This is \no operation" in our denition of CPS-calculus. However, to emphasize the eect, we explicitly included the rule \change" in the following derivation. Moreover, newly focused formula is a weakened formula. Weakening is also implicit, however, we also emphasize weakening rule. 
Language with Continuations
The language with continuations (V+C) is the V enhanced with continuations displayed in Table 7 . 
Conclusions and Further Directions
In this paper we give the proof theoretical account for CPS-transforms and CPScalculus. Particularly, we show constructive classical logic LKT and LKQ can be considered as a simple and elegant syntax for CPS-calculus. This also establish the direct connection between classical proofs and CPS-programs. Moreover we show the CBN/CBV reduction scheme precisely corresponds to the tq-protocol on t/q coloured formula. The CPS transforms natural deduction-style proofs into Gentzen's sequent-style proofs.
Denotational semantics for the CBN/CBV functions also deserve further study. Our characterization of CBN/CBV is purely syntactical. It should be more understood how these syntactical characterization of CBN/CBV relate to their (maybe more intrinsic) characterizations using domains, categories and more recently games. Clearly we should not be satised with coherent space semantics. It is known that A ! B, the set of stable morphisms in stable domain theory, is the same as Proof. The m-cut elimination step for LKQ precisely corresponds to the S1 step of tq-protocol [4] . That is, the right premise of m-cut is going to be duplicated/erased according to the contraction/weakening on ( : A) k . When we encounter the dereliction where k is introduced, m-cut will change into (zero, one, or many) t-cut rule(s) at these derelictions. The term of dereliction: k v represents a latent t-cut. Proof. Elimination of t-cut corresponds to S2 step of tq-protocol. The left premise of t-cut is going to be duplicated/erased according to contraction/weakening on A x . Eventually t-cut is eliminated at the point where -variable is newly intro-duced | i.e. Ax or L!. Suppose this t-cut is of the form of (x:t)v 0 . This contracts to t hx := v 0 i. That is, the t-cut is turned into another t-cut by L-step for :. 2
Remark B.1 Notice that, the cut-elimination procedure dened by -contraction is slightly dierent from tq-protocol. In tq-protocol, S1 step also ends when reaching instances of introduction in an axiom. In this case, resulting axiom-cuts are reduced immediately. By contrast, we entrust the task to t-cut elimination. The \immediate reduction of axiom-cuts" was needed to absorb the cyclic reduction which may occur in tq-protocol. This is because there is no explicit dereliction in LK . One cannot tell whether the axiom-cut is m-cut or t-cut. And this causes the cyclic reduction. By contrast, we explicitly encode the dereliction rule in CPS-calculus. Therefore, cyclic reduction is automatically avoided. where 5 denotes at most one formula indexed by h (head-index).
In CBV CPS-calculus, we categorize -variables into 3 groups | the set of object,continuation and head variables. We use h for head variable and identify them with head-index. We use x; y; z; : : : for object-variables and identify them with -indices. We use k; k 0 ; k 00 ; : : : for continuation-variables and identify them with -indices. The term assignment to the intuitionistic decoration of the LKT (CBN CPS-calculus), is displayed in Table C Table C .2 visualize the tq-protocol for LK tq where all formulas are t.
